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YOUTH, WOMENAND EMPLOYMENTIN THE GAMBIA

A. BACKGROUND

In his letter of 23 September 1992, which was addressed to the MRAG Co-ordinator,

the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Trade, Industry and Employment in the Gambia,

requested the services of MRAG to assist in putting together a programme on youth, women

and employment. This was to be fed into a comprehensive Action Plan which was being

drawn up by Government to implement the National Population Policy. The Action Plan was

to be finalized in time for presentation to a Donors* Conference in May 1993.

In response to this request, Mr. Crispin Grey-Johnson, Senior Regional Adviser on

Social Concerns and Human Resources Development was designated to undertake a mission

to the Gambia from 15 December 1992 to 6 January 1993.

The Senior Regional Adviser began the Mission by participating as a resource person

in a Senior Experts Workshop which reviewed the work of seven Task Forces set up to

prepare the following components of the Action Plan:

a. Maternal and Child Health/Family Planning

b. Cultural Dimensions and Male Attitudes

c. Status of Women, Education, Youth and Employment

d. International and Internal Migration, and the Environment

e. Information, Education and Communication

f. Data Collection/Analysis Support

g. Legal Issues and Institutional Arrangements

The Workshop lasted from 17 to 19 December 1992. It assisted each Task Force to

enrich, in substance and in form, the preparation of its component for a final review meeting

scheduled for March 1992. The Workshop also provided the broad guidelines for the
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Mission's assignment. This was later supplemented by a special meeting of the Task Force

which was held on 22 December 1992.

B. INTRODUCTION

One of the constraints on development in the Gambia, has been identified as rapid

population growth, which has averaged approximately 3.4 per cent per annum in the last ten

years. The Government has in recent times, decided to institute policies and programmes

designed to better manage such growth. In particular, it has promoted family planning, family

life education, sensitization campaigns on safe motherhood, birth spacing etc. There does

however not seem to be any noticeable slowing down or reversal of the trends. In-migration

rates continue to be high, further compounding the problem of rapid rate of natural increase.

The high rate of population growth has all but nullified the effects of the modest rates

of economic growth over the years, which cannot be translated into real incomes increases,

expanded employment, provision of more and better social service etc., particularly in the

face of the increasing demand caused by the very same high rates of population growth.

Unemployment and underemployment have been high, affecting for the most part, young new

labour force entrants (in respect of the former employment condition) and women (in respect

of the latter). Rural-to-urban migration has also picked up significantly, as economic and

social conditions stagnate or deteriorate in the rural areas. This has had a negative impact on

the size and productivity of the rural labour force, as well as on urban unemployment and

underemployment, housing, sanitation, transportation, etc.

To squarely confront the problem, the Government, in September 1992, formulated a

NATIONAL POPULATION POLICY FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC DRVF.lJ1PMP.iyr Th*

Strategy identified for implementation of the policy, targets thirteen areas of intervention.

Women, employment and youth feature prominently among them.
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This Report proposes the programme orientation and framework for a comprehensive

Action Plan for the employment of youth and women on a sustained and sustainable basis. In

so doing, it advances some ideas on the types of projects and project activities that could best

be pursued, given the realities and constraints prevailing within the Gambian context, and the

expressed objectives for population management and socio-economic development.

C. MAGNITUDE OF THE EMPLOYMENT PROBLEM

As is well known, statistical data, particularly those relating to the human resources

indicators, are seriously inadequate in the Gambia. Although commendable attempts have

been made over the years to collect data on the traditional human resources indicators

(education, health, nutrition, employment), there still remain serious gaps caused mainly by

the resource constraints, but also by conceptual, definitional and measurement weaknesses.

For example, education statistics have not been published for eight years now; and the on

going establishment surveys of employment, earnings and hours of work, are not designed to

provide either the levels of open unemployment and underemployment in the Gambian

economy. As a result, planners and policy-makers have no choice but to resort to the use of

"guesstimates" of unemployment, underemployment etc., to make policy and planning

decisions. In fact, some of these have seeped into officially published information on a

number of the indicators.

The employment concepts and definitions in use in The Gambia are, as in most other

African countries, quite problematic, given the structure of the African economy and the

dynamics of the African labour market. Pay, profit or family gain are still central in the

understanding of this concept,even though a large proportion of the workforce may not be

engaged in modes of production that lend themselves to this concept of work being easily

captured (eg. home-making in particular, subsistence agriculture and some forms of informal

sector activities). Little wonder therefore that even respondents in the various surveys tend to

understand "work" as entailing pay (salary or wages) or organised business that gives formal,
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private sector types of remuneration (profits). Here again, as in most African countries, the

notion of work as an activity that is socially and economically productive and which brings

benefits to the individual and to the community at large, is one that still has to gain currency.

Yet, it is important for development policy-makers and planners to know who in the domestic

economy produces what, where and how, what real benefits he, as well as society at large

derives from that production, what could be done to make productivity higher for the sake of

the individual as well as for the group, etc. Being conversant with this information helps in

effectively monitoring indicators of human development such as poverty, incomes and income

distribution; economic indicators such as propensity to save and to invest; and development

indicators such as improvement of the quality of life.

For these reasons, mainly, ECA many years ago sought more realistic definitions of

the employment concepts which would more truly capture the realities of production in the

different employment sectors of the African economy. The following is a summary of the

definition of these concepts:

Employment is defined as the engagement in the production of goods and services that

are of social and economic value to oneself and to society at large, for pay, profit or own

consumption.

Unemployment is the unsuccessful search for opportunities to be engaged in the

production of goods and services that are of social and economic value to oneself and to

society at large, for pay, profit or own consumption.

Underemployment is an employment condition involving those who are employed

producing relatively less, in value or in volume terms, or both, because of natural, technical

or personality constraints, inadequacies or deficiencies.

These are the definitions that are used in this report.
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Consultations with officials of the CSD revealed that a comprehensive of labour force

in the Greater Banjul area was in progress and is expected to "provide current statistics on

employment and unemployment. The results of the survey will be published by mid 1993.

Meanwhile, in the absence of such types of survey statistics on the labour force, the ECA

model is used in this report to attempt an estimate of the magnitude of the unemployment

problem in the Gambia.

In 1992, the population of the Gambia was estimated to have reached 878,2701/.

75% of this population was estimated to be in the rural areas, and the remaining 25% in the

urban areas2/. Of that total, 427,610 persons, representing children 0-9 years old, full-time

students aged 10 years and above, the handicapped, the aged, those in penal and medical

institutions and the armed forces, as well as the discouraged workers, were considered as

being "not in the labour force". The residual of 450,660 persons or 51.3% of the population

is taken to represent the labour forced/. It should be noted that labour force defined thus,

includes home-makers, in addition to the employed and the unemployed defined in the

conventional sense. This activity or labour force participation rate may seem high by African

standards, but given the low labour force entry point of 10 years, is quite realistic.

The labour force distribution between rural and urban areas, may be assumed to

follow the pattern of population distribution, ie. 75% rural and 25% urban. By that pattern of

distribution, 337,995 workers were in the rural/agricultural/subsistence labour force, were

A/ CSD, Population Projectionsf 1992

2/ By the official definition of "urban" given by CSD, only the
Greater Banjul Area (GBA) represents the urban area of the
Gambia.

1/ The Gambian definition of the labour force is all persons aged
ten years and above who are seeking work or are actually working
for pay, profit or family gain.
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studies*/ for the Gambia have indicated a negligible rate of open unemployment, in contrast

to the pervasiveness of underemployment within it. The negligible rate of unemployment in

rural Gambia is consistent with findings on rural unemployment, in the many studies on open

unemployment in African countries, which have shown that open unemployment in the

rural/agricultural sector is really not a problem. Going by these findings therefore, the rural

labour force of 337,995 workers in the Gambia may be considered as employed. In other

words, open unemployment in rural Gambia will be zero.

In the urban areas, the labour force constitutes some 25% of the national labour force,

or 112,665 persons after adjustments. It is in these areas that the fc>nnal and informal sectors

are largely based. Employment in these two sectors is also urban-based. By CSD and Gambia

Government records, some 13,000 workers were employed in the public sector in 19915/.

Approximately 14,000 workers were also engaged in the organised private sector as

entrepreneurs or paid operatives^/. These, together, give a total of formal sector

employment of some 30,000 workers.

There are no reliable official figures on the true size of employment in the informal

sector. However, several studies on the Gambian informal sector have confirmed other

regional efforts to show that in an employment market such as the Gambia's, informal sector

employment could be as high as 60% of the urban labour forceZ/. Using that as a rule of

4/ For Gambia, see Philip J. Decosse, fiUUfitWttl Chanqe in
HnmHrm ftT-ir'Wr«" Wrm**"" or filif"*- transformation, usaid,

i Rl £cgBanjul, 1992? Liai E. Pickett, ILO consultant, Rale
i flmuna in. ifta Alley1n1r*Qn of Rural PQVftrtV

TD t-h* Gambia, Banjul, 1992.

5/ See Government of the Gambia, Programme, for SU-Stalned
Hkvelonment, prepared for the Round Table Conference, 1989, p.

13, plus adjusted figures.

£/ Ibid, p.47, plus adjustments.

2/ See ILO/JASPA, ftfv^an Employment Report, Addis Ababa, 1990
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thumb, the size of informal sector employment was estimated at 67,600. Total urban

employment therefore was placed at a total of 97,600 in 1992.

The residual (adjusting for subsistence/agricultural, formal and informal sector

employment) gives the total unemployment within the Gambian economy: 15,065 workers.

This level of unemployment represents a national unemployment rate of 3.34%, or an urban

unemployment rate of 13.37%. For a small economy such as Gambia's, these rates of open

unemployment are high, more so as the unemployed are concentrated in a geographically and

economically

restricted area, making them highly visible, and their numbers ever so prone to over-

exaggerations as to their real size.

Table 1: The Gambia, Estimate of Population, Labour Force,

Employment and Unemployment, 1992

Population 878270*

Labour Force 450660

Participation Rate 51.3%

Rural 337995

Urban 112665

Employment

Formal 30000

Informal 67600

Unemployment 15065

National Rate 3.34%

Urban Rate 13.37%

*CSD, Population Projections File, 1992.
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The unemployment figures are sensitive to change in the estimate of the size of

informal sector employment. For example, if employment in that sector were 50% rather than

60%, then the estimated total unemployment figure would be 26332, translating into an urban

unemployment rate of 23%, or a national unemployment rate of 6%. The true size of

unemployment may lie somewhere between 15065 and 26332 persons.

D. THE EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF YOUTH AND WOMEN

Youth, defined as all persons aged 15 to 24 years, constitute some 19.4% of the

population, or 171,318 persons in 1992. Although no one knows with any degree of precision

how many of them are openly unemployed, it is estimated that they could constitute as much

as 60% of the unemployed in The Gambia or between 9,040 and 15,790 people. The

percentage of unemployed youth could have been higher, but for the late school-entry age

which keeps many youths in school into their early twenties.

Most employed youths operate in the informal sector as low-paid apprentices or family

workers. A fair amount are active in the tourism industry providing informal sector-type

services. They are also, increasingly being engaged in unproductive activities such as drug-

dealing and prostitution, in the absence of productive alternatives being available to them. As

informal sectorites, they are afflicted with the problem of underemployment or low

productivity, measured by the poor quality of their output, by the length of time they require

to produce it and by the relatively low incomes they receive for their labours.

The causes of unemployment among youth are several. Foremost among them is the

slag in the labour demand caused not only by the poor performance of the Gambian economy

over the years, but also by the curb of public sector employment as called for by the World

Bank/IMF Structural Adjustment Programme. In fact, in 1985 and 1986, 3500 public servants

were laid off. Public sector employment has since not been restored to its normal level. In

situations of aggregate demand deficiency such as this, it is normally the youth, who are first-
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time entrants into the labour force, who suffer most by virtue of their having little access to

fonnal sector employment opportunities.

Frictional unemployment is also a cause of unemployment among the youth in that

being new labour-force entrants, they spend time in the job-search process, looking for jobs

that are commensurate with their qualifications, aptitudes and interests. In theory, this form

of unemployment is temporary: in time, the worker will find what he is looking for. This is

the least important cause of unemployment in the Gambia, because it matters little how much

the young man looks, the formal sector jobs are just not there. He will therefore settle for a

second-choice job, more likely than not, in the informal sector.

A good amount of youth unemployment and underemployment in the Gambia is

caused by structural factors: the skills being sought in the employment market are not those

the youth have to offer. In fact, in a recent studyfi/, USAID discovered that the serious

skill deficiencies within the Gambian workforce were a major employment depressant in the

organised private sector, and acted as a disincentive to investment. Youth are more prone to

structural unemployment, because they are more likely than not to be entering the formal

sector labour market from the school system, whose curricula are not oriented towards the

vocational, technical or technological skill needs of the world of work.

There is also an attitudinal cause of the unemployment problem in the Gambia. Youth

workers in the formal sector labour market have at least ten years of formal schooling. (Those

with anything less do not even bother to look these days for work in that sector.) This is

largely because the education they receive infuses in them, a strong preference for white- or

blue-collar jobs. Also, there exists in Gambian society, an erroneous notion of work, which

for many, simply means working for someone else for a salary or a wage. This notion,

£/ See Richard Evrette and David P. Harmon Jr., "Private Sector
Training Needs Assessment for the Human Resources Development
Assistance Project", USAID/Gambia, 1989.
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coupled with the attitude created or re-enforced in the school system, channels too many

youth away from self-employment and towards wage employment.

Public policies also contribute their share in aggravating the problem of youth

unemployment. In the absence of a clear and well-articulated policy on youth, it is difficult to

find a framework within which to prosecute youth empowerment programmes. Thus for

example, the employment needs of youth cannot be properly conceived; the institutional

support to see through youth employment programmes and projects will neither be

forthcoming nor effective; and the problems of youth will be virtually nobody's business in

Government. The newly-created Ministry of Youth and Sports is in the process of charting

out a path for the formulation of youth policies and programmes, and of strengthening its

capacity to take on the challenges feeing Government in respect of youth.

Women constitute 51% of the population and a slightly lesser percentage of the

labour force. Their open unemployment levels are not known, but they are assumed to be

lower than that for men. The reasons for this relatively low rate of female labour force

participation are varied. Firstly, most women do not participate in formal sector labour

markets because they know that their chances of securing a job are quite grim: their low

education and skill levels places them at a particularly great disadvantage. Secondly, certain

cultural taboos militate against their full and effective participation in formal sector-type

employment activities. Thirdly, the employment market generally discriminates against them.

It is among them that the greatest numbers of discouraged workers are to be found.

Perhaps because of this situation, women abound in subsistence/agricultural and

informal sector activities. They are predominant in the food sector, including food retailing;

informal sector cross-border trade; dress-making; tie-and-dye; hair-dressing, etc.

Their employment problem is largely one of low productivity or underemployment,

caused in the main by their low skill levels; their limited access to technology, capital and

markets; the absence or inadequacy of support institutions for their empowerment; their high



illiteracy levels; and the many cultural taboos that shackle their initiatives and drive. They are

the most affected by the problem of underemployment in the Gambia.

Although it would be desirable for the right policy interventions to be made to

guarantee women an equal right of access to employment opportunities anywhere in the

national economy, it would be unrealistic to expect such interventions to produce any

meaningful results in the medium-to-long term. Government policy would more effectively

meet the need if it sought to remove the causes of the pervasive underemployment among

Gambian women.

E. CURRENT PROVISIONS FOR ENHANCING WOMEN AND YOUTH

EMPLOYMENT

There are at present many initiatives to, among other things, create more employment

opportunities for women and youth and render them more employable. The old educational

system did, at least in intent, recognise the need for young people to receive technical, work-

related skills in school^/. This was the idea behind the creation of the Secondary Technical

Schools which have now been re-named middle schools (with a general education

curriculum). But in addition to these schools, there are:

a) The National Vocational Training Directorate (NVTD) which co-ordinates all

national activities in in-plant training, technical curriculum development and

vocational guidance, job classification and registration, women, youth and

vocational rehabilitation training;

2/ See John Palmer, "Mission Report on Vocational Education and
Technical Training in the Gambia", ILO/UNDP, Banjul, 1991.
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b) The Gambia Technical Training Institute (GTTI), which provides intermediate

and advanced craft courses in mechanical, electrical and civil engineering

specialisations, as well as in accounting, book-keeping, shorthand, typing and

technical teacher/instructor training;

c) The Banjul Skills Centre (BSQ, which provides training in welding, auto-

mechanics, mechanical engineering, carpentry and construction;

d) The Rural Vocational Training Programme (RVTP), with its 22 "key" villages

in which training is provided to village artisans in masonry, blacksmithery,

carpentry, rural mechanics, animal husbandry, health and hygiene;

e) The Rural Vocational Training Centre (RVTC) at the Rural Development

Institute (RDI), which provides courses for rural development change-agents;

f) The 9 NGO vocational and technical training centres/schools belonging to

SOS, the Anglican Mission, the Girl Guides, YMCA, The Baptists, The

Catholic Church (2) and the Gambia Home Economics Association;

g) The Hotel Training School which provides courses in restaurant/bar, cookery,

reception and housekeeping;

h) The many less-structured NGO training programmes in functional literacy,

agricultural skills (eg- horticulture, bee-keeping, oil extraction, sheep fattening,

etc), which NGOs such Roman Catholic Services, CUSO, CARITAS, Save the

Children, FFHC, the National Association for Literacy and Adult Education

(NALAE), etc. provide.
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A assessment!!}/ of the effectiveness of these programmes in mitigating the skill

shortages within the economy and in contributing to resolving some of the youth and women

employment problems, indicates that their impact has been very limited. The reason is the

low level of skill development targeted by these programmes (ie. up to craftsman and skilled

operative level); the inadequacy of instructural infrastructure (books, workshop equipment,

quality of instructors, etc.); and the low entry requirements.

In addition to these skill development programmes, there are many employment and

income-generation projects specifically for women which are funded by the donor

community. Prominent among these are the Women-in-Development project, The Bakau

Women's Horticultural Development Project, The Jahali-Pachar Rice Project and the EEC

Artisanal Fisheries Project, some of whose components favour employment generation for

women.

The same cannot be said of programmes for youth employment-generation in the sense

that there exist very few, if any.

F. PROJECT IDEAS FOR THE PROMOTION OF EMPLOYMENT AND THE

ENHANCEMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY AMONG WOMEN AND YOUTH

As has been intimated, the problems of employment affecting Gambian women and

youth emanate from three main causes: (i) knowledge and skill deficiencies; (ii) lack of

access - to education, training, markets, credit, capital and technology; (iii) weak public

sector support and a dis-enabling macro-economic environment. Any action plan designed to

mitigate these deficiencies must first begin by addressing these basic causal factors.

10/ See John Palmer, op. cit.
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Therefore, in what follows, an attempt is being made to propose measures to redress

the fundamental constraints on youth and women employment in The Gambia, by advancing a

series of courses of action which may be pursued, independently, by the Government of the

Gambia, as well as in concert with its international development partners.

a. Functional Literacy and Numeracy

Illiteracy rates for the Gambia are close to 70%, and may, with a slow-down in the

growth of school enrolment, begin to increase. The prevalence of illiteracy circumscribes

productive capacity in that there is a limit to which the illiterate worker can go to advance his

productivity on the job. Widespread illiteracy within the economy has serious negative

implications for levels of underemployment (particularly for rural and informal sector women

workers) as well as for national productivity. The lower the latter remains, the more

constraining it is to employment-expansion. It is therefore an issue that has to be addressed in

any serious strategy to take on the employment problem in the country. Furthermore, women,

and to a lesser extent youth, are more affected by illiteracy. Since they constitute the major

part of the national labour force, removing this constraint on employment must target them as

a group. It is therefore recommended that:

(i) Relatively cheaper, but equally effective modes of education and training he

Used to achieve a wider and faster spread of literacy and numeracy within the

country

Distance teaching and non-formal education capacities should be strengthened. And to

this end, the Non-formal Education Unit and the Schools Broadcasting Unit should be re

organised to address the need. Outreach, particularly for the Non-formal Education Unit

should be significantly expanded so that its impact could be better felt in the rural areas. It

should also aim at maintaining and increasing literacy in the urban areas in view of the fact a

good number of school drop-outs tend to relapse into illiteracy. A nation-wide literacy and
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numeracy campaign should also be mounted on a project basis. The Ethiopian model which is

cheap and effective, may be used.

b. Vocational and Technical Skills Training

Many government officials have acknowledged the seriousness of the technical skill

shortages in the Gambia. Most of the highly skilled workers, particularly those operating in

the informal sector, are foreigners. And as has been mentioned before, these skill shortages

have also acted as a disincentive to private sector investment. Increasing the quantum and the

quality of skilled labour, particularly in the technician category, could directly contribute to

an increase in formal and informal sector employment especially among the youth, and

indirectly to a stepped-up labour demand, if it encouraged more business investment. Also,

agricultural productivity is hamstrung by the paucity and the low level of skills in the rural

areas. Redressing this situation could boost output and incomes particularly for women who

are the main producers of food, but also for rural youth who, given their currently low

productivity, so easily see an alternative in migration into the urban informal sector. It is

therefore recommended that:

(i) Training programmes at GTTI be up-grade4 to tgchpician/technologist level.

At present, GTTI is strongest in its craft programmes. The bottleneck however in the

job-market appears to be at the higher technical levels. GTTI programmes should therefore be

upgraded to train this category of technicians. A project may be drawn up to train the

instructors for this up-graded programme, provide the equipment and have the programmes

fully-oriented towards the world of work.

(ii) A programme of Training of Trainers for the informal sector be launched

The informal sector is an active ground for training and skills development. Although

it operates in virtually all the production sectors of the economy and is not so well structured,
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it is able to impart a wide range of technical skills to the urban youthful workforce. Its

services could be significantly improved if those who provide training were themselves

trained in more efficient ways of imparting technical skills to their apprentices. The

Directorate of National Vocational and Training Centres should be assisted through a well-

designed project, to meet the need.

(iii) Rural Skills Training Centres be established in all the administrative regions of

the country.

These Centres should replace the 22 key villages of the Rural Vocational Training

Programme, which are still not fully functional. They should provide integrated rural

development training to youths and women: masonry, carpentry, animal husbandry,

horticulture, seed multiplication, weaving, farm mechanics, book-keeping, farm management

etc. In other words, they should be able to impart all the skills a young person would need to

operate almost independently and from scratch, in the rural economy. Training should be

given not to individuals per se. but to groups, with a view to having them settle together in a

commune-like system of production. With this in mind, attitude training (team-spirit, conflict-

avoidance and resolution, group discipline etc.) becomes as important as the actual production

skills training itself.

(iv) An extensive programme of trajpjflff of Instructors and Youth Workers be

mounted.

Such a programme could be external, but for greater cost-effectiveness, should

preferably be internal. The Gambia College or the RDI could be used to provide this training

which should be tailor-made, to prepare instructors for the Skills Training Centres. Since it is

not likely that instructors for this programme are already available locally, technical

assistance could be sought from any of the donors to meet the need. The programme should

also be used to train extension workers and other change-agents for rural women producers

with a view to their eventual attachment to the Skills Training Centres. The Programme
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should also train youth workers in leisure/recreational skills, counselling, guidance and

rehabilitation skills as well as in youth leadership.

(v) A Rural Youth Settlement Scheme

This idea is not new. Such a scheme already exists in Zambia where youth cohorts

which have been through the relevant training programmes are provided all the appropriate

support to begin a productive life in the rural areas through engagement in cash-crop

production, horticulture, animal husbandry, rural, non-farm industry etc. This support takes

the form of credit in cash or in kind, periodic supervision, counselling, market protection etc.

Two such schemes in every region should be started on a pilot basis, and could, after a five-

to-eight-year period be replicated nation-wide. The scheme should target both male and

female youths. The Commonwealth Secretariat as well as the Fund, CIDA and other donors

which have extensive experience in youth work may be approached for assistance.

c. Rural Development Programmes

Integrated rural development as a development strategy has still to gain any

prominence in The Gambia. Yet it is only through a determined commitment to such a

strategy that the momentum for sustainable development can be set in motion, given the

demographic and economic realities prevailing: agricultural productivity, on which the

country depends for sustenance would be significantly increased; the labour force would be

retained and made more productive in rural Gambia; the imbalances that create problems such

as heavy rural-to-urban migration would be reduced; and agriculture could become the true

enging of growth and development for the country. It is important for public policy to re-

dedicate itself to integrated rural development and to have this translated into concrete action

programmes on the ground. To this end, it is recommended that
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(i) A programme fnr the Development of Rural fiocia.li tflfrttfftnyrJBrc fre put in

place.

This programme should re-enforce and rationalize all existing actions to build or uplift

social development structures and infrastructure such as maternal, child and primary health

facilities, the rural school system, nutrition programmes, income-generation programmes etc.

In addition, it should concern itself with the reasons that induce people to want to leave the

rural areas, eg. problems of easy access to production inputs such as seed, implements and

even water; boredom, for lack of adequate recreational facilities; energy inadequacies etc.

The components of this programme should include

a) Traditional health development project through which the skills of traditional

health workers are enriched with the more scientific approaches to health. (The

model here may be drawn from Zimbabwe's Association of Traditional

Healers);

b) A rural sports and recreation development programme targeting the youth.

(Religious groups in collaboration with the Ministry of Youth and Sport could

take charge of this programme);

c) A bio-mass and solar energy project for rural electrification (the British and

Germans may be called upon to assist);

d) The strengthening of the present rural feeder roads programme in the Norm

Bank and its immediate extension into the South Bank;

e) A project on food processing and preservation, including provisions for

purchasing by Government, storage, marketing etc. The Gambia Co-operatives

Union may be re-invigorated and given the expanded mandate to take on this
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responsibility following the Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi food-security

model;

f) A project to train rural women in cloth-weaving using locally-produced cotton

d. Sectoral Development Strategies

The stimulation of growth in the various sectors of the economy would, if properly

planned, have its own employment effects. Therefore, the Ministries with a particular

responsibility for seeing through Government policy in the production sectors should

formulate employment-generation programmes for their sectors. Thus, the Ministries of

agriculture, industry, water resources, fisheries, transport and communications, should come

up with well-articulated programmes in these sectors, which may or may not be implemented

within the context of the Plan of Action. The following may be considered for inclusion:

(i) The present EEC-funded artisg^al fisheries development project should be further

strengthened through the institution of an expanded programme of training in

processing, preservation, storage and marketing for women and youth. The

infrastructure! support required to give the relevant backstopping to the translation of

such training into employment and income-generation activities on the ground should

constitute an integral part of the programme.

(ii) A project for the development of in-land (fresh-water) river fisheries should be

formulated to encourage fishing as a more important employment activity in the rural

areas as well as to contribute to increasing the rural food basket.

(iii) A special project on the strengthening of interpa| as well as export "^fltfting capacity

should be developed. This may take into consideration the need for the improvement

of refrigeration, transportation, storage, curing etc.
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(iv) Tfie Komho CrQaftal Rf>ad? I"")*** whose technical and other Studies are about ft) te

embarked upon. should he speeded up. because of its central importance to the

opening up of that coastline to increased fisheries activities, the development of

horticulture, and the expansion of tourism. These would certainly contribute to

employment growth in fishing, horticulture and fruit production and in the tourism

industry.

(v) The boat-building industry should be revived through an intensive programme of

training of youth in boat-building skills.

(vi) Tfre on-going water development programme (the construction of bOTeMeS and

welisV being sponsored by several NGOs should be intensified and made to provide

more direct support to agricultural employment programmes and projects.

(vii) a ffpecfal Management Training Programme, for Women and Youths operating as

entrepreneurs in small business and the informal sector should be mounted by MDI

in collaboration with IBAS.

(viii) A training programme for horticultural producers in Quality-control, sorting, packing

and packaging, should also he mounted. The objective is to dislodge food imports for

the tourism industry and to increase the supply of vegetables and fruits in the industry,

from local sources.

(ix) A Youth and Women's Employment Promotion Fund should be launched. Its initial

capital could be built and replenished from special fund-raising activities such as

musical events (with renowned artists such as Youssou Ndure), sports tournaments,

contributions from private sources, the introduction of a new levy into the tax

structure, etc. The management of the Fund could be located within a much

strengthened and re-structured IBAS.
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(x) A Rural Credit Scheme should also he creafc^ patterned after the "People's Bank" of

Nigeria. It could operate along the lines of a more structured traditional credit system

("Ossoussou" or "Kaffo"). The present credit system of the Gambia Co-operatives

Union, which at present, favours mainly the cash-crop producers, (especially in the

groundnuts sector) should be expanded to take in the needs of food and other

producers, among whom, many would be women and youths.

(**) The efforts of the Women's Bureau to remove some of the constraints imposed on the

Productivity of women bv certain cultural attitudes and roles assigned to them should

te supported. To this end, assistance should be provided the Bureau to enable it set up

facilities such as creches and day-care centres to free the younger women producers

particularly in rural areas, to devote more time to production activities.

e. Macro-Policy Support for Youth and Women Employment Creation

Any Government, anywhere in the world, has a responsibility to promote and protect

domestic production and markets. Many officials in Government have expressed the fear that

in the absence of an enabling and supportive macro-economic environment, which only

Government can provide, the employment and other initiatives being proposed within the

population Action Plan would most certainly flounder. Very recently, the British economist,

Professor Wynn Godley of Cambridge University, upon accepting to serve his Government as

an adviser on economic affairs, reminded his new employer that "governments must take

responsibility for social goals such as high levels of employment, a fair system to distribute

income and 'ensuring that people who are sick of old or very poor are cared

for'...governments have a duty to intervene where appropriate in a way that is 'benevolent,

unifying and deliberate"1!!/. For Government to ensure that the measures being proposed

are assured high chances of success, it would have to more consciously provide the requisite

11/ Financial Times, Monday Interview, 13 December, 1992
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structures, infrastructures, protections and guarantees. To this end, the following courses of

action are being proposed:

(i) The protection of the domestic production and employment market

The appropriate financial and fiscal incentives would have to be provided to ensure

that productivity growth is enhanced in ways that favour the labour demand. In spite of the

desire for liberalization, local products must be protected through the appropriate fiscal

disincentives to the importation of foreign goods that may be compering favourably with

locally-produced ones. And projects being proposed for implementation should be carefully

scrutinized to ensure that their implementation yields the maximum employment benefits.

Equally, interest rates should be reviewed to ensure that they support the growth of domestic

economic activities and investments. To this end, a system of multiple interest rates designed

to discriminate in favour of local entrepreneurs may be considered for adoption by

Government.

(ii) The development of science and technology research capacity

At present, science and technology research capacity in The Gambia is extremely

weak. Yet this is an area that is vital to productivity growth in the national economy. In the

absence of a National University, perhaps Government should consider creating such capacity

in one of the technical ministries, eg, agriculture or industry, and have it oriented more

towards the needs of rural producers. It could then assist in technology development for the

agricultural sector, introducing time- and labour-saving technologies, drought-resistant and

high-yielding seeds, etc.

(iii) Measures for the rehabilitation of the socially-disoriented

There are at present hardly any effective provisions in Government to ensure that

victims of drug-abuse, as well as young offenders could benefit from counselling and
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guidance. At least one NGO, The Youth Front Against Drugs and Alcohol, does at present

fulfil the need, albeit with overstretched resources. Government should be assisted to build

the capacity to be able to deliver the service, especially in light of the growing problem of

drug-abuse among the urban youth.

(iv) Strengthening public insritiiri

The new Ministry of Youth and Sports should be assisted to have its delivery capacity

strengthened through an increase of its staff resources, as well as a vigourous training

programme. Its particular needs in this respect should constitute an important component of

the Action Plan. The Social Welfare and Community Development Departments should also

be rationalized along the mandate of the Ministry of Youth and Sports. Equally, the

employment Division in the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Employment should be

significantly strengthened with staff and other resources. Its needs in this regard should also

be spelled out and incorporated into the Action Plan. The Labour Department should be made

to have a much closer working relationship with the Division.
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ANNEX 1

MEETINGS HELD DURING THE MISSION

1. 21/12/92 Meeting with the Women's Bureau at the Bureau

2. 22/12/92 Meeting with the Task Force on Status of Women, Youth and

Employment held at the Ministry of Trade, Industry and

Employment

3. 23/12/92 Meeting with Mr. Mam Njie, Ministry of Finance and Economic

Affairs, focal point for the Poverty Alleviation Programme

4. 24/12/92 Meeting with Mr. G. Goree-Ndiaye, Permanent Secretary,

Ministry of Youth, Sports and culture

5. 29/12/92 Meeting with Mr. Jiannini of the EEC Delegation

6. 30/12/92 In-house statistical seminar, Central Statistics Dept. and Ministry

of Trade

7. 30/12/92 Meeting with Mr. Lamin Sanneh, Director of Technical

Services, Ministry of Works and Communications




